
New Young Adult eBooks

RRule oule of Wf Wolvolveses
by Leigh Bardugo

As Fjerda’s massive army prepares to
invade, Nikolai Lantsov will summon
every bit of his ingenuity and
charm—and even the monster
within—to win this fight. But a dark
threat looms that cannot be defeated
by a young king’s gift for the

impossible. Together with the Stormwitch and the Queen of
Mourning he must find a way to forge a future in the
darkness. Or watch a nation fall.

The Gilded OnesThe Gilded Ones
by Namina Forna

Inspired by the culture of West Africa,
a feminist fantasy debut traces the
experiences of an intuitive girl who is
invited to leave her discriminatory
village to join the emperor’s army of
near-immortal women warriors.

Assassination ClassrAssassination Classroomoom 11
by Yusei Matsui

The students in 3-E are the misfits in
their school, but their teacher is a
powerful, tentacled extraterrestrial
who threatens the Earth, and they
have been assigned to assassinate
him.

HHeartsteartstopperopper. V. Volume 2olume 2
by Alice Oseman

Feeling more confused than ever after
sharing a kiss with his best friend, Nick
wonders if he returns Charlie’s feelings,
then comes to see love and the world
from a new perspective.

The IrThe Iron Ron Ravavenen
by Julie Kagawa

Set in the world of The Iron Fey, King
Oberon’s right-hand jester, Puck,
shares his story while teaming up
with Iron Queen Meghan Chase,
prince consort Ash and allies old and
new to confront a threat to the lands
of Faery.

Game ChangerGame Changer
by Neal Shusterman

Transported into other dimensions by
a seemingly random hit, a young
football player visits alternate worlds
that evolved differently in
accordance with respective belief
systems.

KKomi Canomi Can't Comm't Communicatunicatee
by Tomohito Oda

Socially anxious high school student
Shoko wants to make friends, but her
shyness is taken as reserve, and
other students keep her at a distance.
Timid Tadano realizes the truth, and
decides to help her try make 100
friends.

SpSpy x Fy x Familyamily. 1. 1
by Tatsuya Endo

Twilight has his work cut out for him
procuring both a wife and a child for
his mission to infiltrate an elite private
school. What he doesn't know is that
the wife he's chosen is an assassin
and the child he's adopted is a
telepath.
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